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I. INTRODUCTION
A« Use of Concrete as a Shield
The process involving shielding had not been completely
understood fcr many years after the completion cf the first
reactor. Most energy and stu^y had been applied to the re-
actor core, and the simple empirical methods of shield de-
sign could be utilized to h-ive a workable and safe shield,
even though it might be excessively heavy and expensive. At
the present time, with the realization that nuclear power
will have to compete with and eventually replace conventional
power methods, the problem cf low cost and low weight shield-
ing has become quite important.
A natural choice for shielding material exhibiting both
qualities of low cost and low weight is concrete, and, con-
sequently, it has become the most widely used material fcr
reactor shielding. Its popularity has also been enhanced by
its satisfactory mechanical properties as well as its ideal
radiation shielding attributes. It contains hydrogen and
other light nuclei as well as nuclei of fairly high atomic
number. The light elements moderate the neutrons, and the
heavier elements absorb the gamma radiation, recent develop-
ments have brought about the utilization cf heavy concretes




The attenuation of fast neutrons in a shield can be at-
tributed to three successive processes:
1. Collision, either inelastic or elastic, arid involv-
ing significant change of direction or energy degradation
or both (elastic forward scatt. i/;
.,
attenuates very little).
2. Slowing down by many collisions, mostly elastic.
3. Diffusion at or near thermal energy to absorption,
A collision with hydrogen usually has nearly the effect
of absorption, qualitatively this i3 true because oi the
degradation in energy which accompanies the collision, com-
bined with the rapid Increase of the hydrogen cross section
as the neutron energy decreases, which is shown on Figure 1.
A small fraction of the initial collisions with hydrogen will
give rise to neutrons havin/; very nearly the source energy
and almost their original direction, These neutrons will
penetrate nearly as well as uncollidea neutrons.
A neutron may also collide with a heavy nucleus. There
may result an approximately isotropic emission of neutrons
with an energy spectrum which depends on the energy of the
incident neutron. For energies below 1 mev, the scattering-
will usually be elastic, while, as the c y rises, the
scattering becomes predominantly Inelastic.
At low energies, with isotropic elastic scattering pre-
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Figure 1. Total cross-section of hydrogen
Price (12, p. 117)

neutron effectively so that it gives a small contribution at
the outside of a thick shield.
At higher energies! about one-half the total cross sec-
tion cf the heavy elements corresponds tc small an;;le elastic
deflections.
These deflections are associated with the diffracted
reutron shadow cast by the opaque nucleus, it low energies,
1 to 2 Mev, this cross section may be treated as isotropic
and therefore included as an absorption. At higher energies,
the total shadow scattering is included in a small angular
range and is ineffective in removing neutrons.
In a thermal reactor, slew neutrons are much WPft numer-
ous than the fast components (Inergy ,'reattr than .5 Mev),
are more rapidly attenuated, and theii affect is felt only
in that portion of the shield in proximity to the source.
They have, therefore, little tc do with the calculations on
required shield thickness, though they do play an important
part in computing heat effects on the inner part of the re-
actor shield.
The processes by which fast neutrons arc attenuated in
thick shields are quite complex. The exact calculations cf
the variation of fast neutron flux with shield thickness and
the determination of the flux of neutrons of lower energy
resulting from fast neutron collisions are difficult mathe-
matically.
.
5A semi-empirical method which, under the proper condi-
tions, ives excellent results in predicting neutron attenua-
tion was evolved by Albert I Itcn (1). Iheir M
cross section theory takes l&tc account the removal of fast
neutrons due to reactions, capture, inelastic scattering, and
elastic scattering not in the shadow* The conditions under
which this cress section may be used, are ftj . Hewing; first,
the neutron source must have a fission spectrum, as shown en
Figure 2, which has an averare energy of about 2 Kev. Second-
ly, the material must be followed by a large thickness of
hydrogenous material or must b^ intimately nixed with such
material, ^lasstone Co, p. 617) states that the wei ht of
a shield must by at least 10 per cent water in order to pro-
vide the minimum proportion of hydrogen for application c
the theory. It has been shewn that the fission spectrum
falls off rapidly at hi .3, while hyd- in-
creasingly efficient attenuator of neutrons as the c: is
decreased. These two phencni . crk to restrict to ow
.ergy band those source: neutrons resr:cn.:$ibl-: the dose
at large distances in a hydrogenous medium, The band lies
in an ;y region usually 6 to 10 Mev, depending on the
material, where neutron collisions with many substances either
have no significant effect en the neutron or act as absorp-
tions. In these circumstances, the substances act as simple
absorbers with apparent absorption or removal cross sections
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Figure 2. Fission neutron energy distribution
Murray (11, p. 57)
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which are independent of the t dcknesa of the media.
The removal cross section ia determined by putting a
•Ifttl of th i ieFlal, for w'-.icV. fefe< cros^ Section ia to be
and | of x cm tl' in consisting of | cm of
If i)c(z) is the dose, rate obs<,rvr>/, from a ft* s
source thi . the water only, then t' t« D(i5,x)
from the same source for the shield consisting of water and
slab will be
du,x) » •" **&*{*)
whsre Sl r cm" is the effective macroscopic removal crc.
section of the material which is related to the effectiv
microscopic removal cross section, 6~
r9 in the usual mann- . .
The fast neutron removal attenuation length, ^
r *
the
reciprocal of the macroscopic fast neutron removal cross
section, Is the uist -foia reduction in the fast
tron flux.

8II. H vth. w ;r>
ekwc"! ' ) discusses the properties cf various cc
te shielding blocks and. brlffe cc^esrf cf different heavy
atea. He states that the ffltlu purpose of ceirpr.ts is
provide hydrogen, bonding strength, and, if peas', I , a
<sonably high density.
s (5) reported cr the experimental
pro- rams which w< • ducted at I .itlcnal
Laboratory or: Portland 0€ for suitability
for reactor shielding. They listed follow!' aired
properties necessary for eft 9 shields?
1) High density to minimise thickness
2) High hydr« ei I rt to theraallze list
neutrons
3) content cf heavy elements for dc *tlon
fast neutrons as we!3 as gar. -ys
h) Low of ingredients
5) Ease of mixing a the ecr-eret-
In addition, structural st h, stability ur ra iatien
stability lender ' Dial or dry conditions were also
aider* '. ,'he article also discusses the ! and
~ing techniques to be use- '--.eavy
as well as concretes with high water content.
and Korton (12, p. 28*0 state that the total cross
section per unit weight for fast neutrons is considerably

greater for light elements than for heavy elements? mid it
follows that the rr fflrient fs<?t neutron shields (on a
weight basis) are these containing large amounts of
The most obvious chcie< , for an effective fast neutron
attenuator, is water, arid, *f*m thcu~b many materials contain
more hydrogen per urit vclv-^, t>eir use if I rned by con-
siderations such as flammahiUty, liability to radiation
damage, end eh« and t %% stability.
An experiment to determine the off*- water in
structural concrete on the attenuation of intermediate em
neutrons (enith tc 1 Mev) was conducted by Blizzard and
Miller (3)» Xt was found that a 7 p«f ^ent water content
is adequit* to insure that intermediate energy neutrons be
quickly slowed down to thermal er where they a lly
tured. The attenuation of the neutrons In the water
moderated concrete shield was found to follow an exponential
function with the fast neutron -'cseopie removal cross
secticn for the attenuation coefficient, A greater vat
content improved the over-all neutron attenuation according
to the removal cross section theory.
of the oldest existing shields is the concrete
shield around the Oak Hidge nations'* oratory Graphite I
actor. This shield consists of a five feet thickness of
bituminous painted concrete consisting of 16,'
:t, 27#3# haydlte, ^c m U% harytes, and r f sand-

10
wished between two 1-foot thicknesses o.f ordi; ortland
. An Investigation of the physical prop I of the
shield was perfc nary and July 1956, aft
the shield ha -rs, and the results were
reportr Slotsar and associates <**). The Investigation
showed that th« ehafflical properties and density of ihleld
",y since a similar investigation
'atar content wan ly five
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The use of haydite (a light porous, calcined shale
capable of absorbing larg- r.tilies of water) as an ag-
gregate wac studied tc determine the effect of the hay-Ji
and absorbed wat • r en the fast and thermal neutron attenua-
tion properties of mortars and concr tes.
Water is a _:cc tron ;tcr, and it has been shown
that the lar^e amount Of VOtOf absorbed by the haydite may
be retained over a U led of time if the concrete is
properly coated.
As was shc'w-n previously, in wat r there is a strc
variation in total cross section with neutron er. f f\ how-
ever, the total cress section for Portland concrete does net
vary so markedly for low and hi ' .os, see - i ure 3.
The study of t. utrcn shield! I fectivene3s of
haydite mortar and concrete consisted of two main parts. The
first was the determination of the effect of chan^inc; the
oaount of haydite in th cener Zi: and mortar en the shield-
; effectiveness. The second part was the det- ticn of
the neutron shielding effectiveness of a concrete contain!









































































A plutoniuin-beryllium source containing 16 pb of plu-
tonium of approximately 1 -curie strength provided the neutrons
used in this study. 1'he plutcnium and beryllium were mixed
tor^L-th; r and staled in a tantalum and stainless steel right
circular cylinder of 1.35 in. height and 1.02 ir... diameter.
The average number of neutrons I'iven off by this source is
1.65 x 10° each second, and the energy distribution of the
neutrons is shown on Figure U.
The source was placed on top of a wooden block which was
inside a tight fitting teflon cylindrical container. The
teflon cylinder fit tightly within the steel pipe housing
of the original shipping container which was encased in
paraffin on all sides but the top two inches. In this manner
a vertical collimated source of neutrons was obtained, see
Figure 5»
B. Shielding Materials
The shielding materials used were 2 by 2 by k inch
mortar blocks. The composition cf the blocks was varied by
changing the weight cf aggregate and sand in each mixture and
keeping the total weight of all the components constant. The
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Figure k. Lnergy distribution of neutrons emitted
from a plutonium-beryllium source (the
area under the curve has been normalized
to unity)
Price (12, p. 151)
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urc %% Source housing czor
Teflon cylinder
B. Paraffin surrounded steel pipe
C. utron counting tube
E. Ste- ontainer shrouded by cadmium
16

tier* on procedures. I chemical analysis cf t ' "its
was not obtained. I - Table 1 indicates V
Itic-n cf Per' titloB
of the hay- I lt« re-
actor siold.
Table 2 shows V dist
ticn as deternined by s: ilysis.
i'able 1. Chi ositlon cf r in
per (*ent weight
«W—w*wf>Hii»» »! i».n,' i »ww»W.Mfi-M»wiiwi » »w nn «iiiiaiM»-wwwiilwi-/^w nm> iwinnwti pr. l >»t. l iw.,v..**** «n>M*«rtM i»«».»»i,:w<-wto»njMc»-TW<
SiOg A120. CaO
Portland eescnt typ® Is • 8 63 2
S1Q
2 AlgO^ Ca" 41 Ca Si
Haydita i : .ab 60 16 .5 l?*0
'
a
Av-?ra''<? values frora Si rd (9» r. fi%}*
Bio? associates (**, p. ?).
i Detector and Apparatus
ctcr i:s«d was a «1 v . I . co-- v L i •utron
proportional, counter, catalog number Gil 7^, l 've count-
was 1 in. in di«aat@r and 6 in. in length. -a
BF- gas was enriched to 96% Boron 10 anA was under ssure
of U0 ca. Hg* 4 B*"?- counter has a very high neutron de-
fcion efficiency, the total cross section, 6~ . , is 3960
'
Table 2. of t< i -ieve imalyses,
per cent by •. it passing U. £>• standard sieves
Up. h No. 8 Kc. lU No. 23 No. 50 Kc . 100
-and 99 9^ 75 76 9
Hay te 100 9©^ 12
barns at neutron energies cf . v. The iens which are
counted son t¥tm the alpha particles produced by the fol-
lowing reactions
B10 + h, _^ Li 7 + o<
The proportional counting tube was connected directly to the
input ftttplifyiOg circuit of a Kuclear-Chica o Corporation
el l8o decade scaler. *he scaler contain* a sensitivity
control switch which requires the input pulse, tc be .lar.-jer
than the v:lu< seleted by this control in order tc produce
one count, xhe opcr- tir:;.: characteristics cf the neutron
counting circuit are indicated by the curves of Plgm?f 6* An
rating voltage of 2100 volts and a sensitivity of 1 MV
were selected freni the plots tc give operation in the plateau
portion oi the curve, ihese settings were used with the
counter throughout the study.
i detector shield holder was us?d to position the BF-
tube over the cent e the vertical colligated beam at the
same position for each configuration cf the shielding blocks.
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It was also us«d to shield the tube from neutrons that had
been scattered around the shield. The shielding ©f lh« de-
tector from scattered neutrons was accomplished because the
holder was filled with paraffin, and cadmium was placed around
the 8?« tube so that only neutrons entering the detector
shield directly from the source through the shielding blocks
would be counted, see Figure 7. Cncc the tube was properly
positioned in the detector shield, it was 3ealed in with
paraffin and was not removed until the study was completed.
D. Geometry
A photograph depicting the general experimental layout
is shown in Figure 8. The dimensions of the apparatus and
the arrangements used in the study are giver. %i Fi -nre 9»
The shielding blocks were mounted on the source container
barrel lid. The lid was fixed with snail balsa wood strips
so that the shielding blocks could be positioned directly
over the source in the same position at every chan
The detector holder shield was positioned so that a
0.88 in. gap existed betwet;. the top of the block and the
bottom of the holder. This gap allow cadmium strip to
be inserted betw the block and the :c teeter as well feg
f . cilitating the : 1 Of one block and allowing it to be
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uthor was also ab] e blocks from a more pro-
tected position with the use of forceps.

V. PROCEDURES
As noted before, the composition of the shielding blocks
was varied Tor this investigation. Six different fixtures
were test d in all, The composition cf the six mixtures is
shewn in Table 3 and labeled A through I, In aixturti A
through F a coarse a its was used. It wa3 passed thrc
a 3/8 in. screen but could not pass through a No. k screen.
In aixtures Q, H, and I, a fine aggregate was used. It could
pass through a No. h screen but not through a Ho* 8 screen.
In all the mixtures an ittefipt was made tc the percent-
a e by Weight cf cement and water constant* and tc the
amount of sand and a rfce but tc keep the total weight
•centa^e at a constant. An attempt was a fcf -rease
coarse aggregate content c:" th€ blocks ev< - re. iiow-
ever, the resulting blocks wer- sc honeycombed as to r<
th«m use for testing. *he 3**»3&^ fine ag r mixtv
was also harsh and resulted in poor blocks that could not be
used. The concrete blocks w ere able to be used with a higher
ag - te content than the mortar blocks since better vor -
ability can be achieved for a given amount of water with a
coarser te (10, p« £2)»
he procedures Hied fcr mixii: cast the blocks
were the same for ill mixtures. The cement arc approximately
one fourth cf the sand and a ate were, thoroughly
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;jid the Sis i was again mixed
with i ' 1 . The remainder cf the sand and te
was added in small amounts and mixed. Aftrr all of the sand.,
water, and a ;r< ;ate -/ere added tc th t, the nixing
continued for several rdnutes tc insure ttnifOM consistency.
ihe machined steel mold used in casting the blocks con-
tained twenty- four 2 by 2 by h inch cenpartracrts. Ten blocks
were cast for mixture- & and four blocks for each of the other
mixtures. It rtments were fillc eut one third full,
rordt. tir.ies, and filled and . I Bg&ls two snore times
to fill the sold. An ad.Uticr.al portion cf the mix was spread
over the top and worked down with the trowel; the excess was
rencvad leavine the mix level with the top of the sold, 'i'he
mold was cov with moistened burlap m& allowed to
hours. Upon removal from the mold, half of the bloc
from each Riixture were stored in water, and the other half
were stored in the air. the temperature varied between 82
and 8V»F and the relative humidity varied between 20 and 26
cent during the period the blocks were drying. The water
cured blocks will be called standard blocks while those
stored in the air will be referred tc as air dried blocks.
Figure 10 is a photograph showing the surface condition
of some of the test blocks.
A sample of the aggregate was washed and dried at a
temperature of 105°C. over sight* ft 2** hour water absorption


D« Photograph showing surface condition of some




test was then performed, and t suits 3':. owed that the
haydite absorbed 15.2 per cent, by weight, of thi watv-r.
The bulk specific gravity of the ate was next
determined, usine st d test methods (2, p. 1233), e
KG sample in the saturated surface- dry conditio; . k value
of 1.69 was computed.
ihree experimental arrangements were used to dot. rmine
the relative intensity of fast and sice- neutrons, the ar-
rangements are depicted in Figure 8. riince the BF^ tube is
capable of counting neutrons c£ all energies to seine extent,
a r tm sheet was placed on top cf the block, as shown fl
arrangement 2, to absorb the slow neutrons (defined as
neutrcrs of i ner;*y less than 0.025 ev). The slow neutrons
were readily absorbed by the 0.037-in. of cadmium 3ir;ce cad-
mium exhibits a high neutron absorption resonance in the low
energy region. It was calculated that the ea i will
capture over 99/- of the incident sic- . utrons. Since the
s in arrangement 1 arc due to the ccunts recorded by
the B£\ tu' t neutrons of all energies, and the reclines
Of arran,. nfc 2 are due to the neutrons of energit ove
rmal, th difference in the two is the ylcw neutron count.
A layer cf paraffin was inserted between the cadmium a
detector in arrange.net 3 to det. rmine the fast neutron
count. 1'he paraffin, which contains a large proportion of
hydrogen, si: i down part cf the fast neutrons so that they
•
could be counted I 3P* 4•tector which li relatively In-
icient :•. i. rtlni; neuti energies, gfet paraf-
fin also prevented these neutrons reflects;; scattered
from outside the shield into tin 3et- ctcr from completely
masking %h ive fast rcutrcn count, flu count-
in:* rate also gave better ccuntil statistics. Since the
fast neutron counts were taken under a differ-.- rt astry
than that used to det-.r the slow neutron count, a cor-
rection had. to be made to the fast counts sc that they could
be- compared tc the slow counts. Ihe fast neutron counts
recorded were corrected by the ratio of the sq B of the
distances between the source ?r.c* ' I tcr. This ratio
I cosr tc be 1.15.
utrcn counts in all thre arrac nts wen for
all of the blocks en both the 7th and 28th day after they
were cast. ch of the fi r dried blocks of mixture A
was soaked a different th of time, from fiv< to
2k hours, before th' seven day test, se that tbs counts could
be recorded as a inunction of the abscr . . For the 28
day test 1 '.cwever, in order tc get a better con- ^ it
was decideo tc soak all of the five blocks from one aim
to Sfc '..curs and tc r- ' ' 'cks at dif :. 1 I 1 m in-
creJir.nts, determine the neutron counts, ana return then for
further soaki
s weight of the absorbed i I in the standar
.
33
• er soaked air 4*1 blocks of mixture. .1 was det by
recording the weight of each block prior to the counts being
taken and subtracting from this wei new 1 en
aft* r the block was allowed to dry for s two we. riod
following the tests.
The volume of all the blocks was considered to be
constant. ft** £ inin : the weight, the density of each
mixture for both the standard and air dried condition w
comrutei in ga/enr.
arias tfew testin::, the detector was removed from the
sr; ouree and a background count was taken. All
count; corrected for the V- round.
Since the maximum countin rate obtained in the testing
was h-750 counts per minute, no correction was deemed neces-
sary for counter dead time.
Ince the standard blocks were prone to lose their ab-
sorbed w. by evaporation if kept in the air for any length
of time, the counting ttlM was kept at five minutes for each
arrangement tc keep the evaporation at a minimum and to still
yield cjccc statistics. The standard blocks and the blocks
:;d in the water absorption tests were all surface blotted
before being count-: .
The- compressive strength of the blocks was determin. I
days afte: -in:, ftm blocks from each viixture were
loaded in compression aloe fcur inch loreth of 1

3*+
blocks. The avoraee ccmpressiv: strengths ox" Um two blocks
for each nlxture are rej ©rt< i 1 the A ix. ihe standard
blocks • I'•turned to the water tank g 1 hours before
the compressive strength tests ware conducted so that t\
blc ht regain -rest of th they had lost.
st was concreted to determine thi . e1 I f orient -
ti ' the block on the counting rate, .. ,:e air i res,
arid - v raadoa
count ir det^;
orations, through the two Inch tl of the blocks.
Th Xoeka were then : ut the four inch axis and the
counting rat determined for each of the other thr«
ttioi . Th « In tl -.
.
airiix, in-
air | with two except!. th block, the deviation
bet the ecu. \ 3 was li than the standard devi-
ation. The ©xecptiens for tb rtar rom tl
sv *r om ti rate- by .7^5 «989 per cent, and for the
concrete, the deviation was .
'
'/ . .. sat.
test conduct* . .:. the i ;uc-
| . '.. the
detector } } . eest was conduct
I ingement ad 3. 1'hc data n in the Ap-
pendix inv._ ; for four runs in each ration the
did I
A plastic 2 by 2 by k inc Id was constructed, filled

35
with wat if | tad :'rci:en, sc that th« counts en the resultir
ice blcck could be c 9& to the cenci -nd inert
blocks. The same mold was also used tc cast I -iffin blcck




vi. %mwt* &m dibgbssi
A, Effects of Changln areaate Content
The neutron counts taken for the 7-day and 23-day tests
tm --.- standard and air dried blocks of different oixtures
are tabulated for the three arra.. ats in lables h and 5.
These counts were analyzed and separated into fast and slow
neutron counts as shewn in Tables 6 and 7. Plots of these
counts are made for the concrete and mortar blocks in Figures
11 through 18.
It can be seen from these curves that the stand u*d blocks
are mere effective in attenuating slow a. . a at neutrons than
the air dried blocks. It was found, en tin. av.ra ;e, that the
standard blce^ia were 3&»J per cent more effective than the
air dried blocks in slow neutron attenuation, am o.^ per
ore effective in fast neutron attenuation.
The stsa . concrete blocks were found to be slightly
more I %%Vi in attenuating the neutrons than the standard
mortar blocks. Ihe concrete was, on the averaae, ***$ per
-e effective in attenuating slew neutrons and 1,1 per
ceiat Mere effective in atcenuati; . at neutrons.
The reason the standard blocks exhibit better neutron
attenuation properties than the air dried blocks is due to
the large amount of water absorbed in the* standard blocks,
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5 1765 t 19
5 u 3iu 30
p 1*262 30
v **2**0 + 30
















































































































H 2 fi*tt 5 1028 t 15
I 2 +5 5 1115 l 15
A 3 8801 5 1706 + 19
B 3 9023 5 1752 19
C 3 9089 5 W + 19
3 *6 5 17^5 +
E 3 9052 5 ?56 + 19
3 9309 5 1308 + 19
G 3 WM 5 1755 19
3 9295 \ 1305 + 19
I 3 9260 5 1793 i 19
Air dried
1 22 5 M*21 + 30
B 1 23^05 5 +30CI 5 Wa 31
I 22698 5 :2o * 30
\ 1 22775 5 *501 30
1 5 ^5o3 1 30
1 22569 5 *+*+60 + 30
1 22353 5 M*i7 ± 30
I 1 22* M*39 1 30
4 2 5835 5 1113 + 15
B 2 161 1166 i
C 2 12 5 12^-8 + 16
D 2 5935 5 1133 15
2 >01 5 12H$ +
F 2 5 1235 £ 16
G 2 5 1215 ± 16
H 2 6C 5 1153 i 15
I 2 5777 5 HOI + 15
A 3 n 5 188U 20
B 3 9**51 5 1836 19
C 3 995^ 5 1937 20
D 3 97 1893 20
3 9 1 5 18U2 7 19
3 9869 5 1920 20
G 3 0-'r 5 1907 I 20
H 3 9961 5 1933 J 20
I 3 99 5 1939 20

7 fast neutron count!












+(5 2 } x *£
Standard
A 18.2 238*4 + 31 2005 * 22
B 18. k 228 31 2C
C Ik*k 2377
2^22 *
31 50 + 22
D 15.8 31 2035 7
• 1^0 2V 31 1" T
f Let * y 2U22 J 31 2020 22
G
.3 2502 + 31 2037 :
13.6 2396 ± 31 20 22
I 1^.0 2561 1 31 20 £ 22
Air 4rl<
A 3218 3^ 2100 + 22
1 3133 + 3V 20S3 + 22
C 3139 1 3^ 2] + 22
D V 4 3 } > 2: 22
3092 + 3u 2loh 22
• I 3^ 22 22
G 2827 + 32 2079 + 22
H 2822 33 21*49 + 22
I 2923 33 2091 22
Subscripts rcf r to the arrangements In Figure 8.
counts
;ime in minutes
concrete blocks absorbed slightly more water thnn the at
mortar blocks, m I they will, therefore, be sore effective
than the raortar blocks.
The curves lne: he st blocks there
is little incr- in neutron attenuation as II te
content is increased. The sn^ll negative slcp I :ures
9, 3> and 15 ye to the ' ~s@d i content of 11
H
>1« ft 23 day slow and fast n b counts
at by olow neutr« Fast neutr
it of counting rate____ count
standard
orbed
.water yx^^.g^ vo x , 0g , u . *7j*^"3^'rV+ ^.2+^2)a (1 15 x RJ I
A 18.2 2396 + 31 19o0 22
B l£.' 2^0 • 31 2015 :
C m.U 2^+29 £ 31 2025 I 22
J) 15.' 2388 i 31 2005 + 22
13.1 2kkS + 31 2020 22
F 10.9 2h66 + 31 20?8 + 22
8 18.1 21+35 + 31 2019 + 22
H Ik. 3 2557 + 31 2070 7 .
I 1^.0 2*+82 T 31 7 22
Air drir
A 3308 i 3U 217o ± 23
b 3U6I + 3U 2110 * 22
C 3503- + 3lf 2225 + 23
» 3393 ± 3^ 2iro 7 23
£ 3255 1 3h 2120 + 22
* 3328 + 3^ 2206 7 ; 3
$ 32 5 0* ± 3U 2191 + 23
H 320U + 31+ 2230 7 23
1 3333 t 3*t .1 23
Subscripts refer tc the arrangements 1e Figure 8.
• time in minutes *
blocks at the hiyher aggregate contort.
Ihe scattering cf the points en the plots is due u the
large statistical deviations resulting from the short dura-
tion cf the counting %lm .
The air dried rscrtar blocks a:v g«eu to have a larger
shielding effectiveness than the air dried concrete blocks.
The- reason being that for a glvan cement content, the larger
V
the aggregate sise, th© lcw-;r th- water requirements t so i
sorter block will contain ncre water than tl comparable
concrete blc- »ate the neutrons more ef I
The count rate for the 7 day test was in all cases lower than
the rates for the twenty eight day tests in the air dried
blocks. This was due to the iesi oration
I Itf one day increment between tests* A larger
percentage of water will eva:. er-te for a lies® length of time
the mortar blocks, again due tc th. larger surface area
of the fine a ate? consequently, the curves of ea
13 and 1? art separated a "istar.ee than the curves
of Fi 12 and 16 at the higher Btg-r- t* contents*
It can be show::, b > utilisation of the removal cross sec-
tion concept, why ; was such a small gain in fast neut.
attenuation effectiveness in using the s ret©
blocks, containing hl?-:h percentages of hayclite a^grefate,
compared tc the concrete blocks of the fixture ttt the ag-
nate. Goldstein (8, p. 265) states that a corollary of
the removal cross section concept is that the removal cross
-tions of materials mixed together are additiv . Is
property was used by Pric rtcn (1.
,
. 262) and
Blizzard and Millar (3j p. 22) in calculating the average fast
neutron relaxation length,<A y % for differ fees. The
length for a typical ordinary Portland concrete with density
2*3 gm/cm^ was computed to be 10*6 cm by Price, and a

length of 11.3 cm was calculated by Blizzard fcr dry crdin
ith the values for th al composj
Portland ceiaer.t ana haytfits a^rega in Table 1 as-
sussed correct, and with the fltt assumption that t'
cow. ..ion of th© sand used in the- blocks was 75 w* e#nt
2 and 2? per cent K Al Si* 0^, lue fcr Z-^Q was com-
puted for an air dried block c txtosra A in Ta" . is
iue f times the density of the block, v* : Id 2 r «
2 r *
2"




* l/£"f 1/.C702 * 1^,2 cm ,
Table 3. Determination of £ /«o for a dry concrete of
raJ A











5.9S x 10~2 .627 x 10~2
3.72 x 1(T2 1,5?SQ x 10~ ;
3.01 x 10~2 1.092 x icr2
2.92 x 10~ : ,1^3 x icr2
,%k x 10~2 .009 x icr2
2.U3 x 10~2 .312 x 10~2
3*33 ^ 1<T
2 06 x 10~2
>k7 * 10-2
tal 3.816 x 10~2
l31i«2ard a: r (3, p. 22).
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A n ,lue of £V/<? for the block cf mixture A, aft
absorbin t, by weight, water was computed on Table
9 and found to be .OU758 cm2/ ; :. 2l»i for the MM density of
2.17 g/cnr, will then be equal to:
.OU753 x 2.17 - .1033 cm"1
A. a I/.IO33 • 9.-B cm .
Table 9. - ion of 2T A? for %h concrete of mixture























Total k.75& x 10"
It can now be seen that the relaxation length of J
.
cm for Block 4 with li per cent absorbed water does net in-
dicate much mere shielding effectiveness than a typical




B. Effects cf absorb ed
The neutron counts t for the 7 ana 2.8 day absorbed
water tests of the blcc>s cf rdxture vixbulated on
Tabic- 10 and 12. The analysis of the counts separated Inte
the fast and slow ncutrcn counts are Shewn on Tables 11 and
13. Plots of these counts are made for the concrete and
mortar t ;. - , through 22. The slew and fast
neutron count rates for the ice and paraffin blocks were also
plotted on the figures.
1 of the curves indicate that as the percentage of
Table 10. 7 day absorption test data
Arrange- Absorbed water

























Counts Counting t counting
time rate
22106 5 ^207 + 30
19^6o 5 3736 + ;
19277 5 371+8 28
18M6 5 3576 + 27
180^5 5 3 L ± 27





5 1200 * 16
5 1161 + 16
602*4 5 95 15
9770 5 If 20
9510 5 1795 20
95?0 5 1303 : 20
9350 5 1763 19
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PERCENT (BY WEIGHT) ABSORBED WATER
Figure 22. Fast neutron counts for 28 day
water absorption test











C 3111 3^ 2121 23
7.7^ n t 32 £ 23
*kk ,\8 32 2073 t 22
11.70 2*+l5 + 32 202 5 22
15*^0 ^03 + 31 2005 z 22
absorbed water is increased, the neutron shielding effective-
ness is also increased. A comparison of the relaxation length
for the air dried block, 1^.2 cm, with the length for &M
same block with IS p:.r w sorbed water, 9.08 cm., would
indicate that the tr allows the r^ecval cress section
theory.
Price (12, p. 285) stat- S that the relaxation length
for water for the fast neutron group is around 10 cm., hence,
block A, with 16 1 cent absorbed water and the lower re-
laxation length of 9«^S cm. should be a bit sera effective
as a neutron shield than wat-r. xhe count rates for the ice
block shewn on the curves, how^v^r, are much larger than
should be expected. This can be ex pi ained by the fact that
the ice block was melting during the test, losing 5 -'rams of
l 9 therefore, decreasing its shielding effective-
ness. Also its weight prior to the test, 211.9 grans, was
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2 I .60 5868
2 .65 5760
2 • 35 ! -











































































































-^rTange- Absorbed Counts Count: t counting







1 9339 7 1871 20
2 3 .05 5 I ~ 20
5
3 9677 5 1?' J 20
3 61 J 9c + 20
1 3 1.^-5 9775 5 1857 7 20
2 I *f.l3 9638 5 r". •+ :.
1 3 S.78 9UU5 5 1793 T 19
2 3 • u7 9**32 5 r, 19
3 3 8.29 5 1757 19
H 3 8.20 9^83 3 1802 t 19
1 3 9.60 9251 5 175^ 19
2 3 *2$ 9368 5 1778 t 19
1
3 9* 9281 5 1759 19
3 9.^-8 933U 5 1? 19
1
->
1 .00 9073 17: + 19
2 3 16.65 9276 5 1758 + 19
I
3 18.35 9058 5 1715 & 19
3 18.25 9336 5 1770 1 19
Background 5703 60 95 t 1
much less than that expected for a 2 by 2 by ^ Inch block,
which should be around 2§fo grains, so a valid comparison can
not be made.
The fast neutron relaxation length for paraffin wax was
computed to be approximately 7 cm* , indicating that it should
be a bit more effective as a fast neutron shield than the
block with 18$ water. The position of the count rat* line
for the paraffin on Figures 21 and 22 would tend to sub-
stantiate the calculation.
In the attenuation of slow neutrons, however, - i ures
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1 2155 i 23









31 1 lM 2135 + 2%
2770 + 31 2 WlJ 211C +23
27V5 i 31 1 8.7c o2 + 22
2708 + 31 2 .+7 2055 22
2677 31
I
.29 2020 •• 22
255V + 31 .20 2075 + 22
3 1 31 I 9.00 2019 + 22
2510 + 3»* 2 ,.25 ?Gl'-l +22
3 + 31 3 -.37 2021 + 22
^555 t 31 h 9*V8 2( 22
1 + 31 1 18.60 1975 - 22
2555 l
2lf2^f +




2332 + 31 .25 2035 + 22
2382 31
H + 31
19 and 20 indicate that the paraffin block is net as effective
as a concrete block containing over 9 p#f cent absorbed water.
Tc det rraine if the neutron level decreased exponential-
ly with the addition of water, the curves were alse plotted
en semilog paper on Figure 23. The resulting curves show
that the slow neutron attenuations may be approximated very
closely by a straight line on tie plot, and that the fast
neutron attenuation does follow a straight line plot. 1'he









































28 DAY FAST NEUTRONS
7 DAY SLOW NEUTRONS
J I L
7 DAY FAST NEUTRONS
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where y is equal to the counting rate, and x is equal to the
per cent of absorbed water* The 28 day slew neutron attenu-
ation lino was found to fit an equation of follow!'.
form*
y * 3150 j2-* 019x
:e addition of IB p< r rent water was found to decrease
the slow neutron count . cent, and the fast neutron
counts 3*61 pvr cent for the twenty c?ight day test*
Idstein p« 99) states that a strict 1/v detector
measures neutron density and not flux, and, cense "y,
in order to convert the readings from such a detector to flux
multiplied hy some appropriate speed for the
trons* Sine 8 (H , o<) reaction of the detector
used in this study satisfies the 1/v law, see Glasstone and
lund (7, p* 57^ the count rates for the tests of this
study may be assumed proportional to the neutron flux.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions seem justified concerning the
neutron shielding effectiveness of the mixtures and materials
used under the conditions of this study.
1. There seems to be little advantage in using con-
cretes and mortars containing high percentages cf haydite
rebate ovor an ordinary typical Portland cencree
neutron shieldir. g effectiveness*
2. A neutron shield consisting of standard blocks will
be more effective than one consisting of air dried blocks.
The standard blocks arc approximately 2h*$ per cent more ef-
fective in slow neutron attenuation and approximately .
.
l
per cent more effective in fast neutron attenuation than air
dried blocks.
3. With haydite aggregate, standard concrete is more
.eetlve than standard mortar for neutron shielding. The
concrete will be approximately **•? per cent more effective
in shielding slow neutrons and 1.1 per cent acre effective
in shielding fast neutrons than a mortar.
U. In the air dried condition, with haydite aggregate,
a mortar will be a more effective neutron shield than a con-
crete.
5. As the water content cf a concrete is increased, the
neutron attenuation will increase exponentially. The addi-
tion of 18 per cent water will decrease the slow neutron flux

by approximately 28.1 per cent and the fast neutron flux by
approximately 8. 61 per cent.
6* The fast neutron removal theory seems to yield valid
results when used in predicting the change in shielding ef-
fectiveness of a concrete as the constituents of the concrete
8 oh~n,:ed.
7. The fast neutron removal theory will also predict
the change in shielding effectiveness of concrete for dif-
ferent amounts of absorbed wat I r up to the maximum used in
this study, 18 pc cent by weight.

VIII. 39QC 3 JY
It was found in this study that .oval cross sec-
tion theory m valid in predicting the last neutron tttefi**
ton of concrete blocks cents- . absorbed water.
further study should be undertaken to .sine if the theory
remains yalid in predicting the -attenuation for even larger
amounts of absorbed wat.r. ihe Icw^-r limit of required water
should also be determined for the continued validity of the
theory.
.other useful stud./ cculd be m the gamma ray
attenuation properties of haydite cone: in cc ... with
typical ordinary fortlanc cement concrete.
& study Id also be made of the advar: of r
watir of crystallization, as la conventional concrete,
comr.-aj.-cd with the retention of ur: combined water absc. in
a spongy structure. The temperature ft the of
crystallization is lost mirht well be higher than that at
which uneomblned water evaporates.
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Table lU. Compressive test data
St rd ed









B 5o^0 10 2270 jS
C ;-o 1075 1915 kn
D 27 676 1^35 359
17!+0 ^35 1350 338
iW 37^ 850
u 3620 905 V335 108>+
30 05 3957 9
I 2BO 6§£ 8,
Table 15* I./rock orientation test














1 20060 5 U012 +
2 2150** 5 ^•301 z 29 20325 5 5 ± 28
3 21616 5 **323 < 202W2 5 3 28
k 2l8*tl 5 1*368 + 30 20*07 5 1:083 + 29
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Table 16. tcr shi
Run z Elevated arrac
.
t
Coonta - unt r
tion (C. on






5 5969 i 3 1* 36157
5 59 _. 312
5 5959 £ 3** 100
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